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A brief history of me

Worked for 4 unis
4 UKOER Projects
Helped on OpenAttribute
2 MOOCs (one on P2PU)
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What is a Solvonauts?

A different kind of OER search
How?

Open Source
Open Resources
Open Data
Where would you host OER now?

OER has broken free
How would you find OER now?
OER doesn’t matter

Metadata doesn’t scale
Can harvest from many places
Can change metadata automatically
Internationalised
Could tie into crowdsourcing
Has services which can be built on

So?
Build your own

One main OER search engine
Multiple OER search engines
Language specific OER search engines
Nation specific OER search engines
University specific OER search engines
Individual OER search engines
MOOCs

Many Online OER Collections
OER everywhere

find it where people place it
Not just storage
also broadcast and integration
Twitter
RSS
Moodle
WordPress
Not finished, not beta

- basic
- expandable
- usable
- improvable
The 5R search engine

Retain
Reuse
Remix
Revise
Redistribute
Shouldn’t an OER search engine be an OER?

Yes